
 

 

MODERN ECLOGUE        
 
They come out of nowhere -- out of nothingness -- emptiness 
One day they find themselves on a nameless street -- young people -- how did they get here? 
They try to put together bits of memory -- sharp brightly coloured -- who was I then? --  
 have I spoken? 
Modern injustice rarely shows itself --  queues shuffling at handouts -- socks for scarves -- split 
 mittens  
On the abandoned  town lot -- day in day out the tethered goat tugs at the halter -- braided steel 
--  -- strangled -- the empty zinc bath  -- they say suicide ---  on the big teeth 
ridges carved    by ancient oceans  
The glory is all around us 
In modern injustice the living walk out of the dead 
Where there is no past there is no future 
I eat my two meals a day 
The growl of machines over the suburbs -- out on the green hills steel Golgothas waving their 
 lunatic arms   
TV culture: a corpse with a thin veneer of living flesh 
Celebrity culture: a waiting room 
In modern injustice no courtesy between roof and roof -- purse and purse -- mind and mind   
Day does not follow day -- night night  -- the empty zinc bath   
They come out of nowhere -- they linger on nameless streets -- the young people out of the dead   
 -- the emptiness  -- the cornucopia of nothingness -- of the absence of circles and 
squares 
Where has the wind wafted the red-brick factories? -- the stockades? -- the rusting hulks? 
It is written in the origin of government that the state in which the rich take more and the poor 
 less is ungovernable and its paving-stones shall be the altars of Tophet 
The zinc bath is empty -- the rivets that bound its handles hang loose in their sockets 
Two times a day I eat my bread 
No fiery angel in burnished sandals and bright raiment with a burning sword will come 
But it will come 
The fire will come 
It will be 
In counting houses --  trading floors -- wharfside exchanges  -- the galaxies of coins tossed 
heads  or tails or souls wrapped in rags 
The gurgling of drains and the howling of children 
In the office of the office: crooks apprentice-crooks trainee-crooks  novice-crooks intern-crooks 
 sibilant-crooks-ancient-in-vice-and-corruption and fresh-faced-fledglings-in-theft 
A quorate mob gathered to pay greed cupidity bribery swindling extortion malfeasance waste  
 pollution dereliction destitution suicide slaughter rapine war and the spilling of   
  modern blood in their account 
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